LIVE STREAMING
VIRTUAL
CONFERENCES

THE DEMAND FOR VIRTUAL CONFERENCE IS VERY
HIGH AT THE MOMENT. NOW, THANKS TO OUR VIRTUAL
CONFERENCE PACKAGE, YOUR IMPORTANT MESSAGE,
AS WELL AS VITAL TEAM DISCUSSIONS, POLLS
AND Q&As CAN BE COLLATED AND SENT OUT TO
THOUSANDS OF DELEGATES WORLDWIDE.
HOW THE PACKAGE WORKS:
Attach this package to any of our theatre or event
conference bookings to ensure a high quality of
presentation and impressive staging in one of our
stunning theatres or conference spaces. All without
needing your delegates to attend our venue.
INCLUDED IN THE COST WE PROVIDE:
2 x CAMERAS One locked off camera set wide
to pick up any top table, branding or lectern,
the other camera is manned so it can follow any
movement of the presenter and close-ups.
1 x VISION MIXER Manned by a graphics
expert to cut between camera shots and
presenter slides. Both the presenter
slides and presenter can be on screen
at the same time so their slide deck
progresses live with the presentation.
1 x STREAMING ENCODER to live
stream the event. The stream uploads
to our servers where delegates can
log into to view.
We supply you with your own generic
venue events landing page. This landing
page contains the viewer window for
delegates to watch their live stream.
Click here to see an example of a landing page
We will supply you with the link so your client can share this out to their viewers/
delegates. We can also make this page password protected if required.
This package includes the data for up to 500 online delegates for up to 8 hrs on
one day. Data can be expanded on request.

PRICE: £1,999 + VAT + ROOM HIRE

LIVE STREAMING
VIRTUAL
CONFERENCES

SLIDO
Just because your delegates may not be in the room with you – it doesn’t
mean you cannot engage with them! Slido is a unique interactive platform
that allows remote delegates to seamlessly participate in live polls and Q&As.
LIVE Q&A You can crowdsource questions in advance and
keep collecting live as well. Participants can see the
questions and upvote the ones they like which gives
you a great sense of what matters to the audience.
POLLS They allow for interaction points
throughout a speaker’s presentation.
They are beneficial for speakers to get a quick
sense of what the audience thinks about a
subject, a pulse check, or just to keep the
audience engaged.
You can put several polls together in a survey
to collect feedback after the conference.

PRICE: £100 + VAT PER DAY

RECORD, EDIT, KEEP AND SHARE
We can also professionally edit your content for a
smooth a slick presentation which will provide you
with a digital copy of your conference to keep
forever and share with however many people you
would need to.

PRICES FROM £400 + VAT
Depending on content and length of conference.
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